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ABSTRACT

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) has become the call control protocol of choice for Voice over IP (VoIP) networks because of its open and extensible nature. However, the integrity of call signaling between sites is of utmost importance, and SIP is vulnerable to attackers when left unprotected. Currently a hop-by-hop security model is prevalent, wherein intermediaries forward a request towards the destination user agent server (UAS) without a user agent client (UAC) knowing whether or not the intermediary behaved in a trusted manner. This paper presents an integrated security model for SIP-based VoIP network by combining hop-by-hop security and end-to-end security.
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1. Introduction

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [1] is an application-layer signaling and control protocol for creating, modifying, and terminating sessions including Internet telephone calls, multimedia distribution, and multimedia conferences. Flexible, extensible and open, SIP becomes the most promising candidate as the signaling protocol for IP telephony and it has been chosen by the Third-Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) as the protocol for multimedia application in 3G mobile networks. As the SIP-based service is getting popular, it is facing severe security threats. Significant research and development effort is devoted to the security enhancement to SIP [4].

SIP supports hop-by-hop security using Transport Layer Security (TLS) [6] or by IPSec [5] and end-to-end security using Secure MIME (S/MIME) [7]. Hop-by-hop security assumes that a SIP UA (user agent) trusts all proxy servers along its request path to inspect the message bodies contained in the message while end-to-end security assumes that a SIP UA does not trust any proxy servers to check the message [2]. Hop-by-hop security cannot prevent attacks from malicious intermediaries while end-to-end security provides higher degree of security and better level of performance.

Figure 1 [3] shows four security steps for end-to-end communication within SIP signaling. SIP uses the existing security mechanisms, such
as HTTP digest authentication, TLS, IPSec/IKE, S/MIME. There are no specific vulnerabilities in client-server security scheme for registration and in hop-by-hop security scheme (user-to-server and server-to-server security) for setup.
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**Figure 1. Steps of the end-to-end communication in SIP.**

Low-power terminals such as mobile SIP phones have several fundamental limitations. They have very limited CPU power, memory size, and display area. It also requires less power consumption due to battery capacity, and their input device is harder to operate than the typical desktop computers.

Most security mechanisms process key management in SIP signaling takes four steps [3]:

- Negotiate the cipher site,
- Perform mutual authentication using a long term key,
- Set up a secure session to share a session key,
- Exchange the session key in the secure session.

Basically, the specific requirements for low-power terminals in end-to-end security mainly include: lightweight security overhead and dynamic trust.

2. Hybrid Security Model

The hybrid model is proposed based on the assumption that a user trusts the first next-hop server and trusts an opposite-side user via transitive trust. We name the first next-hop server the neighbor servers which here act as security agents to share the security overhead for low-power terminals. We also assume that a hierarchical CA system exist for intermediate servers. In most cases, servers are much stable than UAs so that it is easier for intermediaries to build a hierarchical CA system.

The proposed model is constructed by leveraging the trusted neighbor server to share heavy load in fulfilling security schemes. Its security pattern is a combination of hop-by-hop (user-to-server) and end-to-end (server-to-server) security, shown in Figure 2.
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**Figure 2. Steps of the hybrid model.**

A user and a SIP server authenticate each other when the user registers his own location address. The user requests the server for the help on secure signaling due to its limited capacity. Also powerful users can choose not trusting the neighboring servers and initialize traditional end-to-end secure signaling by themselves.

After the above step, the setup secure session has already been done at registration. The session key exchange can be executed during setup with extended SDP [8]. This allows the encryption of media streams at the application layer.

Considering the dynamic trust, users should authenticate each other not only before the first time signaling but also before a new setup signaling. In this scheme, users use the setup keys to directly authenticate their peers in next setup signaling. The exchange of the setup key can be executed during registration at the first time and be executed during termination afterwards. Setup keys are also dynamic for
their limited life time which is determined by the session participants.

Figure 3 defines the application scenario. We consider (m to n) scenario to indicate that there are m originators in domain A and n destinations in domain B. In a direct peer-to-peer (i.e. user-to-user, user-to-server or server-to-server) signaling, caused by mutual agreement and authentication, the additional load and the additional delay.

It can be seen that the hybrid model needs no direct user-to-user security mechanism agreement and no user-to-user authentication. If every originator in domain A goes to setup secure communication with every destination in domain B, they do not need to make secure signaling directly to peers one-by-one. They only need to trust the neighbor servers.

3. Conclusion

This paper discusses SIP security requirements for low-power terminals in end-to-end communication and put forward a lightweight secure SIP model by combining the hop-by-hop security and end-to-end security. The trusted neighbor servers in our model provide crucial benefits in terms of key management and security load share. Dynamic trust is achieved by using setup keys to prevent malicious attack towards both low-power terminals and neighbor servers.

In future, we will conduct the simulation of the hybrid security model for VoIP network in order to evaluate performance of such a model with other existing systems.
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